MARDI GRAS STAR

Design by Kurdy Biggs
© Threedles, 2017

If you have any questions, or comments, please email me at threedles@comcast.net.
Errata and other designs – www.threedles.com
Stitched size: 2” x 2” on 18 count mono canvas  Stitch count: 36w x 36h stitches

Material List
1. 6x6” canvas - white
2. Number 22 & 24 needles

Thread List
1. Entice E249 Blue Grass
2. Fyre Werks FT8 Dark Violet
3. Petite Frosty Rays PY022Aqua Gloss
4. Petite Silk Lame’ Braid SP59 Lilac
5. Treasure Braid 12 strand TR299 Orchid

All stitches will be done with thread as it comes off the card.

Note: For purposes of this design each square in my diagrams represents one hole on the canvas, and each horizontal or vertical line is one thread of the canvas. For the numbered stitch diagrams, the needle will come up on the odd numbers and go down on the even numbers. Also Figures that have 2 rows of numbers, like Jessicas, share the same inner hole and are just shown this way for easier reading, see example:

![Diagram](image)

Note: With most all Jessicas, you will achieve a neater appearance by placing the last or 4th side of stitches, numbers 22 and 24, behind the first row of stitches, numbers 3 and 5.

Instructions
1. Center Jessicas – Entice E249
2. Square Rhodes/Partial Rhodes – Petite Frosty Rays PY022
3. Smyrna – inside Jessica – Fyre Werks FT8
4. Long Sheaf -Treasure Braid 12 strand TR299
5. Diamond Jessica – Petite Silk Lamé’ Braid SP59
6. Diamond Rhodes – Entice E249
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